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 The steering flow analysis based on potential vorticity (PV) diagnosis is used to examine the 

reasons why the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Global Forecast System (NCEP-
GFS) model showed large track forecast errors (Fig. 1) with over-recurving movement in 
Typhoon Fengshen (2008).  In particular, two forecasts initialized at 0000 UTC 19 and 20 June 
2008 are demonstrated in this study. 

 The deep-layer-mean (DLM) steering flow between 925 and 300 hPa with tropical cyclone 
components filtered out is directed to the west or northwest in the analysis field, which can 
account for the continuous westward and northwestward movement in the best track.  However, 
the DLM steering flow is shown more toward the north in the forecast fields. 

 Four distinct PV features associated with the corresponding subtropical high, monsoon trough, 
continental high, and midlatitude trough are identified to diagnose their balanced steering flows 
around the storm. 

 The result based on PV analysis indicates that the reduced westward steering flow in the forecast 
field (Fig. 2) is mainly attributed to the subtropical high which is over-predicted to extend 
southwestward, as well as the continental high with underestimated coverage, as characterized 
by the geopotential height at 500 hPa. 

 The steering flow associated with the monsoon trough plays an essential role while Typhoon 
Fengshen (2008) experiences northward recurvature in both analysis and forecast fields.  
Therefore the associated reduced westward steering flow in the NCEP-GFS model leads to the 
over-recurvature of Fengshen. 

← 
Figure 1. JTWC best track (typhoon symbols) of 
Typhoon Fengshen from 0000 UTC 19 Jun to 0600 
UTC 25 Jun 2008 and 72-h track forecasts from the 
NCEP-GFS model initialized on four successive days 
starting from 0000 UTC 19 Jun 2008. 
 
 
 
↙Figure 2. Time series of the difference in the storm 
movement (TCMV) bottom row and the 925–300-
hPa DLM steering flows between the NCEP-GFS 
forecast and the GTA analyses associated with the 
total PV perturbation (q’), subtropical high (SH), 
monsoon trough (MT), continental high (CH), and 
midlatitude trough (TR), in the forecast initialized at 
0000 UTC 19 Jun 2008. The vertical thin solid 
(dotted) lines shows the start recurving time of 
Fengshen in NCEP-GFS forecast (best track/GTA 
analyses). 


